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predate the evolution of segmentation. and Molecular and Cell Biology
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a closer look at all these groups may reveal where in the
De Robertis, E.M. (1997). Nature 387, 25–26.arthropod lineage the involvement of the Notch signaling
Dubrulle, J., McGrew, M.J., and Pourquie, O. (2001). Cell 106,pathway in segmentation was either lost or gained. Also,
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arthropods and annelids share a more recent common
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ancestor than arthropods and vertebrates, so, if seg- and Lewis, J. (2000). Nature 408, 475–479.
mentation is ancestral, we might expect to find evidence
Kimmel, C.B. (1996). Trends Genet. 12, 329–331.
for Notch signaling in annelid segmentation and, possi-
Muller, M., v. Weizsacker, E., and Campos-Ortega, J.A. (1996). De-
bly, remnants of segmentation at the level of Notch/ velopment 122, 2071–2078.
Delta expression in some of the phyla we consider to Palmeirim, I., Henrique, D., Ish-Horowicz, D., and Pourquie, O.
be unsegmented. While the issue of the ancestry of (1997). Cell 91, 639–648.
segmentation will continue to be debated, these recent Stollewerk, A., Schoppmeier, M., and Damen, G.M. (2003). Nature,
423, 863–865.results from the spider certainly bolster the argument
cytoskeletal system. So it is indeed ironic that our cur-Cell Walls, Cell Shape,
rent knowledge of the quite complex eukaryotic cy-and Bacterial Actin Homologs toskeleton greatly exceeds what we know about the
much simpler bacterial one.
It is equally ironic that 20 years ago, studying the
eukaryotic cytoskeleton was considered as interesting
as, say, studying histones. The interest in the eukaryotic
cytoskeleton has grown tremendously, in large part due
The synthesis of the peptidoglycan layer, one of the to the realization that the cytoskeleton is a highly dy-
key determinants of cell shape in B. subtilis, has been namic, and highly regulated, component of cells (Pollard
shown by Daniel and Errington to occur in a helical et al., 2000). Similarly, histones, which were once con-
pattern. This pattern is generated by the actin homolog sidered to be among the most boring of eukaryotic pro-
Mbl. teins, have changed roles with the understanding that
they are also highly dynamic and regulated (Jenuwein
and Allis, 2001).
Bacteria have been model systems in biology for a sim- New insights into the bacterial cytoskeleton come
ple reason: they are far less complicated than eukaryotic from the work of Daniel and Errington, presented in the
cells. Students have been taught for years that among June 13 issue of Cell (Daniel and Errington, 2003). They
the many differences between bacteria and eukaryotic explore the synthesis of the external peptidoglycan (PG)
cells, bacteria lack a nucleus and a cytoskeleton. Ironi- cell wall, which is a major determinant of cell morphology
cally, we have been learning over the last few years that in eubacteria. It has been shown that if this meshwork
many bacteria do indeed have a cytoskeleton, and that structure of long glycan strands crosslinked by short
it is composed in part of proteins that are true homologs peptides is removed from a cell, it retains the shape of
of the key eukaryotic cytoskeletal proteins. Within the the cell from which it came, much as an exoskeleton
past five years, we have seen the demonstration that will retain the shape of the invertebrate that generated
bacterial FtsZ is a structural homolog of tubulin (Lowe it. The technical advance that is the basis of their work
and Amos, 1998), and that bacterial MreB (van den Ent is the use of a fluorescent reporter to illuminate the sites
et al., 2001) and ParM (Moller-Jensen et al., 2002) are of PG synthesis in living cells. It has been previously
structural homologs of actin. These observations mark believed that PG synthesis occurred uniformly over the
a fundamental turning point in our understanding about cylindrical surface of B. subtilis (Archibald, 1985). With
the existence of a bacterial cytoskeleton, as well as the temporal and spatial resolution provided by the fluo-
rescent technique, Daniel and Errington have been ablein our comprehension of the origins of the eukaryotic
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to observe that the PG insertion occurs in a helical pat- than between species. Naively, one might expect that
tern. Of course, if this pattern was fixed within a cell, a the relatively small sequence differences between these
uniform covering of the cell surface by PG could never actin isoforms (different isoforms have90% sequence
occur. Remarkably, the authors show that the Mbl identity) could be explained by the existence of actin
(MreB-like) protein, another bacterial homolog of actin binding proteins that bind to only one isoform of actin,
which forms helical cables around the bacterial cell near providing a simple mechanism for the cell to regulate
the cell surface (Jones et al., 2001), is responsible for where these actin binding proteins localize. However,
the observed pattern of PG synthesis. This provides an such proteins have not been found, and an actin binding
elegant model in which the Mbl cables in a growing cell protein that can bind one isoform of actin can bind all
sweep across the entire cell surface, generating a stiff other isoforms tested in vitro. The elucidation of func-
PG layer as the cell surface is traversed by the Mbl tional differences between the MreB and Mbl cables in
cables. The coupling of PG synthesis to an actin-like B. subtilis is the first step in searching for the partners
system should not be completely surprising, as we have of these proteins (that share much less sequence iden-
known for many years that different enzymes important tity than the actin isoforms do), as there are probably
in the glycolytic pathway of intermediate metabolism in bacterial proteins that do bind to one but not the other.
eukaryotic cells (such as aldolase and phosphofructoki- Despite the assumptions that have been made in the
nase) bind tightly to F-actin (Fulgenzi et al., 2001), raising past about bacteria being unstructured, it is now clear
the possibility still to be proven that certain basic enzy- that both eukaryotic and eubacterial cells have a dy-
matic processes occur physically associated with the namic cytoskeleton. The new findings on cytoskeletal
eukaryotic cytoskeleton, rather than as freely soluble organization in bacteria serve to raise many more ques-
molecules in the cytoplasm. tions, such as: what are the proteins in bacteria that
While the results on the link between Mbl, cell wall bind MreB and Mbl? Do the enzymes involved in PG
generation, and the control of cell shape appear quite synthesis directly bind Mbl, or are there other mecha-
convincing in B. subtilis, an obvious question arises nisms of coupling? Answering such questions should
about nonspherical bacteria that lack the MreB-Mbl cy- lead to many new insights into areas as diverse as bacte-
toskeleton. Among these are the Mycoplasmas, which rial physiology, bacterial pathogenesis, and eukaryotic
do not have a cell wall, but have cytoskeletal proteins evolution.
controlling cell shape that appear rather different from
those found in other bacteria (Trachtenberg, 1998). Dan-
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cells induce and attract a single gonadal cell to invadeHow Does a Cell
an epithelial tubular organ in order to connect theAnchor and Invade an Organ? uterus to the vulva in C. elegans.
An invasion usually has negative connotations, involving
armies, tumor cells, and pathogens. However, there areIn multicellular organisms, most cells are confined to
a particular tissue. However, some cells invade organs also “good” biological invasions, concerning normal
cells that play positive functions in development suchduring normal development and in diseases (e.g., an-
giogenesis and cancer). Recent studies reveal a fasci- as in stem cell migration, gastrulation, and neurulation.
Often the good and bad invaders use similar strategies;nating step-by-step process in which specific vulval
